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Note from
the editor

3

I think that making intelligent use of big data has
been one of the most exciting and important evolutions in enterprise technology. The use of big data is
essential in all sectors – especially the food industry. It’s important the food safety, quality and compliance teams working in the industry, continuously
monitor and analyze all official and trusted data
sources globally. Technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) are not here to substitute food safety
experts in the important role that they have to play.
They are here to support, empower and enable them
to make more accurate decisions, faster.

Frequently, for example, big data analytics and machine learning are very effective at identifying that
something has happened but are less effective at
explaining why. That’s where you need the human
approach to enrich data insights and create tailormade intelligence to achieve greater visibility across
the global food supply chain.
We wanted to understand better which changes we
should expect in the near future regarding AI and
Predictive Analytics for Food Risk Prevention. We
therefore reached out to the community, asking distinguished colleagues from a variety of supply chain
stakeholders about their opinion on what impact
predictive analytics are having on the food supply
chain and what are the critical food risk assessment
and prevention questions that we would expect AI to
help answer. It has evolved into a quite solid discussion about the Promises and Perils of applying AI in
the food supply chain.
I would like to thank all the contributors for their
valuable opinion pieces. By this volume, I think that
we only offer a glimpse at the wealth and variety of
challenges ahead. It therefore intends to spark and
continue the ongoing conversation on the topic.
Hopefully giving us better insights to a future that
is already here.

As part of our two EU-funded data related initiatives:
"Big Data Grapes" as well as “Cybele” we are investigating ways in which big data and AI can support
decision scenarios of high risk and uncertainty.
Access to food safety insights enables businesses
and professionals alike, to identify, monitor and
prevent any increasing risks or incidents that need
global attention across the complete supply chain.
Technology alone is not enough. In order to truly enrich data to create actionable intelligence – for example reactive and predictive insights on the global
supply chain – I believe that we must integrate human skills and expertise as well. Using scientific or
hands-on human expertise can help interpret (and
even sense-check) the results thrown out by sophisticated AI algorithms.

Giannis Stoitsis
CTO and Partner, Agroknow & BDG Technical Coordinator
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Dean Holroyd
Group Technical and Sustainability Director, ABP Food Group

threats and biological hazards are most likely to occur.
By answering these questions, the food industry can optimise its resources to protect the food supply better.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?

The actual capabilities of AI and predictive analytics are
yet to be revealed but have exciting potential. Massive
amounts of data are collected public and a proactive surround food production, manufacturing, imports, and exports and more. However, taking all this data and utilizing
in productive ways is a massive effort which AI can aid
in. By doing this AI and predictive analytics will allow the
food industry to act proactively against potential threats.
Currently, preventative actions are taken in the food industry. However, an issue has often already affected the
supply chain before the threat is known, and action can
be taken. With AI and predictive analytics, there is potential to determine factors that indicate threats to the food
supply and allow threats to be stopped before an incident
occurs. Thus, allowing the food industry to act proactively
against potential threats. Furthermore, AI and predictive
analytics cannot only protect the food supply but improve it. AI can determine factors that result in increased
animal health or crop production and therefore help the
food supply become more productive and sustainable.

The more data fed into AI applications, the greater the
potential for patterns and correlations to be found. Data
which would be beneficial to include consists of: historically recorded incidents, media reports, data are surrounding imports and exports, transport of products, production,
climate events, crop failures, significant currency fluctuations, commodity shortages and surpluses, changes in
legislation, amounts of analytical testing done, methods
of testing used, and abnormalities found, political turmoil,
economic changes, consumer trends, animal health and
welfare, and working conditions. To get this data from
public data sets and the anonymized private set would be
beneficial as the more data inputted, the better. It will be
a big job to find and upload data sets. However, the real
work will be determining how to utilize this data and finding meaningful correlations in a mass amount of data, this
is where the use of AI will be essential.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that
you would expect AI to help answer?

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?

AI has the capability to make food industry be more proactive and help fill in current knowledge gaps. Partially when
concerning food fraud, there is a lack of data and the
potential for unknown threats. These data gaps and unknowns hinder the ability to make valid risk assessments
cornering fraud threats. Therefore, it impedes the ability to create targeted and preventative testing programs
for food fraud and leads to primarily reactive solutions. I
would expect AI to help fill in knowledge gaps and answer
questions about which food products are most at risk of
food fraud and biological hazards and which food fraud

A better understanding and demonstrable value of the
capabilities of AI and predictive analytic would help facilitate a widespread adaptation. Currently, AI and predictive
analytics in the food chain are discussed in a hypothetical
sense. Case studies and clear examples of these technologies will engage actors in the food chain by showing them
in use. Alternatively, if there is a lack of communication
surrounding AI and predictive analytics to the food industry or lack of useability, this could impede its adaptation.
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Bizhan Pourkomailian
Global Restaurant and Distribution Food Safety Director,
McDonald's
Linking events along the supply chain and the risk associated
with each one. As an example, changes in the climate leading
to prolonged rainfall. Leading to more regular herds of cattle
being wet. Risk of increased STEC shedding due to animal
stress. Higher proportion of hide contamination. Leading to
contamination of meat during slaughter. In turn transfer to the
retail and inappropriate cooking. Final result, food poisoning.
Various data can be acquired for each of these steps and how
they individually change the risk all along the chain to give the
range of possibilities. Then identifying what course of action
at each stage would have what effect on the final outcome.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?
The use of Artificial Intelligence is beginning to allow for more
complex data analysis to be performed. The resulting conclusions have shown less problematic and reduced requirement
for verification. The confidence in the results have and will allow
businesses to make bolder decisions and moving on to more
ambitious projects. As confidence increases less reliance on
the use of personnel for data analysis and perhaps reduction in
the work force.
Predictive analytics with the incorporation of AI, has shown the
road to the future with more accurate confidence range, allowing the business to take a more transparent and focused decision to proceed or alter direction. Both AI and PA have been in
use for many years, however with the improved power of technology, these have become better. Big data is much more readily assessed and deciphered into business decisions. Hence
leading to more successful business decisions.
The landscape is changing to allow the company with the better AI and PA system to take the lead. The on-board computer
is becoming much more important than the engine or driver for
the success.

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that you
would expect AI to help answer?

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?

All data, public or private can be used to feed into AI applications. The individual data sets in themselves may not serve
to be of consequence on a business level, but together may
be essential in managing food safety risk. Therefore training
people what data is needed is key in performing a meaning full
application using AI. A well designed experiment would require
the correct understanding of the objective. Training of the data
generator and provider will be essential if one is to use AI in an
efficient way.

Assessment of risk, should be much more accurate if the
right data is available. The final results is only as good as the
input data. However, AI should be able to identify trends and/
or synergies much more readily. Looking at dose responses
and the correlation with the hazard, its characteristics and
other facets of risk assessment. The definition of the probability of occurrence, the risk, will be answered by AI more confidently leading to the decisions on course of action needed for
prevention. Algorithms used with in AI would allow the user
to make a more decisive decision on which method would
more effectively reduce or prevent the risk form occurring.

There are various reasons why AI would or would not be taken
up. There cost issues in acquiring the right application. Training of staff in its use and understanding. Then there is the trust
in the result. If the predictions are inaccurate, AI will quickly
be blamed and not the other moving parts that lead to the final decision, only because AI is the new kid on the block! Also
the opposite can be true. The new and wonderful is accepted
over the old but tried and tested. In general the more positive
the outcome of decision based on AI usage, the more it will be
taken up.
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Roy Kirby
Global Director - microbiology, food safety and toxicology,
Mondelez International
Additional strategies can be developed using the gathered
data that are based on the use of multiple alignments, specific domains and/or molecular signatures as well as hidden
Markov models (hMMs)-oriented approaches. Such strategies
could be used to assess whether a protein belongs to a family
that is known to contain toxic proteins.
Artificial intelligence approaches could be applied combining
findings from methods such as the above-mentioned in order
to try to increase the accuracy of predictive risk assessment
for proteins.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and predictive analytics
are having on the food supply chain?
Many processes used in Food Processing are used to kill spoilage and pathogenic micro-organisms. Our ability to model
those processes, the process variations and the variations in
microbial death will all benefit from Artificial Intelligence. So,
the benefits of combining simulation and machine learning
(ML) techniques in food manufacturing are clear.
Simulation is usually an efficient technique to make difficult
problems more tractable. It can contribute to elaborating new
algorithms, supporting decision makers, decreasing the risk
in investments, and running the systems exposed to changes
and disturbances more efficiently.
Difficulties in modelling production processes are manifold:
the great number of different machining operations, multidimensional, non-linear, stochastic nature of machining, partially understood relations between parameters, lack of reliable
data, etc.
Some examples for applying simulation and Artificial Intelligence techniques for different fields of manufacturing are:
modelling, simulation and optimisation of production processes and process chains, design, control and reconfiguration of
flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs), design and control of
holonic manufacturing systems (HMSs).
Taking, on the one hand, the availability of the rapidly growing
computing power, and on the other hand, the new achievements in AI/ML into account, a versatile and rapidly increasing
application of this type of knowledge-based hybrid systems is
expected in nearly every field of manufacturing.

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?
Working together across all stakeholders (manufacturers, academia, regulators, technology companies and international
organizations) is the key to making progress in the re-thinking
of how we do product safety assessments with new non-animal approaches. Computer simulations should replace animal
testing!
The Next Generation of Risk Assessment should look like:
-In silico-first approaches for identifying pathways of concern
and formulating hypotheses for testing (hazard identification
through literature, databases, dashboards, in silico alerts, MIE
atlas, AOP wiki)
-Identify lead MIEs and pathways through experimental data
generation, informatics data mining and computational modeling,
-Characterizations of response in biologically relevant in vitro
systems or complex computational models for decision making.
Our next generation of safety assessors should not be constrained by traditional beliefs & assumptions that only animal
tests can provide the data needed to protect consumers,
workers & our environment from hazardous chemicals. They
should be readily embracing new science & technology and
applying it for evidence-based decision making.
To accelerate change & build confidence with New Approach
Methodologies for assessing new chemicals, EU policy makers & regulators should strengthen their commitments, drive
transparency and broaden stakeholder involvement.

What are the critical food risk assessment
and prevention questions that you would
expect AI to help answer?
For the development of a comprehensive risk assessment
strategy, methodologies should be devised and tested for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. For example, homology detection can be performed for inferring (toxic) properties from
well characterized biopolymers, since homologous proteins
can share similar structural architecture and functions.
These data can also be used in conjunction with already available and well-established methods in protein science.
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Jos Wellekens
Senior Vice President Quality and Food Safety, EDP, Danone

What impacts do you believe that Ar- What kind of public or private data assets
tificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive will be required to train and feed such AI
analytics are having on the food supply applications?
chain?
Geographical data on sourcing locations, sensors in transA major impact on the accuracy, speed and consistency port.
of decision making globally , irrespective of the individual
knowledge and experience . Allowing data driven / sound Which factors will accelerate or impede
decision along the supply chain : procurement ( including the widespread adoption of AI and prepredictions on available quantity and price of agricultural dictive analytics for food risk prevenraw materials due to climate change or unexpected weathtion?
er disruptions ) , full traceability to the farm , automated
link of process equipment settings with product quality
Impede: lack of available funds at companies.
characteristics , optimizing preventive maintenance ,conAccelerate: quick success stories
sumer behavior and preferences , etc.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that you
would expect AI to help answer?
Impact of weather conditions on quality of raw materials
and milk, impact of time from farm to usage in the plant,
impact of transport conditions, quick recognition of deviations in process settings.
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Andrew Harrison
Chief Technology Officer, Hazel Analytics

More generally, predictions can set performance expectations. The question "What will happen if we maintain the
status quo?"
is useful for establishing a baseline against which progress can be assessed. Given a set of estimates for the
future prevalence of food safety infractions over time and
by location, corporate teams can incentivize — and be
well-prepared to support — progress towards the goal of
perfectly compliant operations.
There are also opportunities for predictive analytics on the
regulatory side of food retail, in particular the prioritization of site visits and interventions based on predictions of
risk. The FINDER model developed at Google has already
provided an early demonstration of the potential in this
space. A model that could balance strong predictive power with equitable enforcement for all communities would
support health departments by improving the accuracy
and cost effectiveness of their activities.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?
At the retail end of the food supply chain, where Hazel
Analytics is focused, the impacts of AI and predictive
analytics that can be seen today are largely confined to a
few major retail brands who have already invested heavily in data science and analytics. Starbucks and Chick-fil-A
come to mind as examples of food retail companies who
lead the pack in this regard; food retail divisions of tech
companies, such as Amazon's Go and Fresh concepts,
also have strong existing analytics programs. Companies
without cutting-edge programs are aware of today's success stories, though, indicating a promising future for advances in this sector.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that you
would expect AI to help answer?

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?

Predictive analytics could provide answers to several valuable questions in the food service and retail context. At
the store level, forecasting a likely date for an upcoming
public health inspection could afford store operators a
well-motivated opportunity to perform outstanding remediation of existing issues. This well-timed nudge towards
action has the potential to mitigate both business risk and
health risks to consumers, while also minimizing the time
cost of follow-up visits from the health department. In the
corporate office, a predictive model could generate data
on risk of recurrence, expected financial impact, or other
factors regarding reported issues, all of which could help
a food safety team make better decisions about how to
prioritize and deploy their resources. As these teams plan
and operationalize preventative controls, an AI-powered
solution could assist with projections for their positive impacts, with the goal of maximizing the ROI of such efforts.

In terms of public assets, the main data asset already
exists: reports of public health inspections conducted
by local regulatory agencies. That said, there is considerable room for improvement in terms of making this
data digitally available (especially in machine-friendly
formats), timely, and accurate. In portions of the United
States, inspections are not made available online whatsoever; until substantial progress in access to this data
has been achieved, many AI applications will be operating with incomplete data. Through our customer
conversations, Hazel Analytics has learned that many
companies are reluctant to adopt systems that cannot
promise to provide total coverage of their store locations, making this data issue a serious limiting factor.
Fortunately, we see not only a continued trend towards
increased access for public data but also an increasing
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Andrew Harrison
Chief Technology Officer, Hazel Analytics

As noted above, access to regulatory and third-party inspections — and the quality of that data — is a key determinant of the progress that can be made in predictive
analytics for retail operations.
Reporting systems need to make it easy to input correct
data and share it out quickly. Today's "patchwork quilt" of
local agencies' adopted food codes and reporting formats
can be overcome with some effort, but a wholesale lack
of data access is a serious impediment. At Hazel Analytics, we're working to engage regulatory agencies (see our
recent whitepaper on the topic of data publication practices) in the hope of unlocking this data for everyone.
We also agree strongly with recommendations from the
FDA to remove barriers between public and private data.
The "New Era of Smarter Food Safety" initiative suggests
approaches including "information-sharing agreements
with regulatory and public health partners, academic institutions, industry and others," "public-private 'data-trusts' ...
that can be accessed for analytical work," and the development of data-sharing protocols that balance corporate
confidentiality with research interests in advancing predictive analytics. Any of these approaches has the power
to accelerate the creation and adoption of AI-based food
safety systems.
Naturally, costs also factor into the calculus of this technological advancement. These costs are expressed not
only in terms of money but also in time and effort. Some
companies could be reluctant to commit to the adoption
of advanced systems if the first results wouldn't become
available within the next five years. The effort to update
equipment and processes might be another factor, since
that could incur immediate and non-trivial costs for gains
that may take a while to materialize.
Finally, when we think of "widespread" adoption, it may
be prudent to consider the spectrum of retail operations,
from multinational corporations to a single family-owned
store. There is considerable variation within the retail sector in terms of the resources, scale of data, and capacity for rapid change that each business has. At present,
major brands are leading the way in predictive analytics,
but innovation may also arise from small businesses with
more freedom to experiment and to focus on solving one
specific problem.

appreciation for the value that privately-held data can
unlock. Third-party audit assessments are most directly
comparable to public health inspection records; combining private audit data with public inspection reports can
alleviate some concerns regarding the sparseness of either type of observation separately.
However, outside observations are not the only data we
should consider for the service and retail context. Could
daily line-check records be seamlessly uploaded to provide an ongoing record of observations by store staff?
Could smart sensors, specifically noted in the FDA's "New
Era of Smarter Food Safety" initiative, provide continuous
readings that feed into a data lake? Could the mundane
details of equipment purchase and maintenance records
unlock new insights when combined with other data? Robust access to such varied data points is currently beyond
the reach of many corporate food safety teams and their
vendors, but the conversations being held these days are
a first step towards making such access a reality.
If users within a brand are engaging with a technology
solution already, tracking that activity can be one way to
quickly incorporate private data. An online system that records details of corrective or preventative actions, for instance, can be designed to export data seamlessly. Breaking down data silos between applications and use cases
is fundamental to our shared quest for comprehensive,
detailed, and diverse data.
One area of data sourcing under ongoing discussion is
consumer input. On the one hand, retail brands are eager
to include the voice of consumers; on the other hand, reports from the general public face major challenges with
regard to data accuracy, especially in the identification
and attribution of foodborne illnesses. While it's too early
to rule out crowdsourced data altogether, we expect that
the adoption of consumer reports as a strong signal will
take longer to be realized in a practical way, compared to
corporate or regulatory data.

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?
10

John O’Brien
Head of Data Modelling and Statistics, Creme Global

These microbial species do not exist in isolation, but
many species can be found together forming a community that is known as a microbiome. Understanding the
risk from microbial contamination means understanding
the microbiome's composition - which organisms are present and in what numbers. Compounding the problem,
many bacteria (or other microbes) are non-culturable, either because they are unknown or because they are not
recoverable using current growth media and conditions
and so are intractable to conventional techniques.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?
So far, the impact of AI/machine learning/predictive
analytics seems to be all at one end of the food supply
chain, with retailers using data for demand forecasting
and customer engagement. As an example, the French
retailer, Intermarché, reported great improvements in accuracy (15% up) and error rates (75% down) when using
a demand forecasting AI as compared with its existing
statistical systems.

The solution to that issue is to use DNA sequence data,
which can now be obtained without the need for culturing the microbes beforehand. There are a number of different techniques to achieve this, but they all overcome
the culturing problem and provide a catalog of the bacteria present in the particular microbiome under investigation.

Meeting predicted demand effectively will require extending these methods back into supply chain planning,
and some retailers are starting to use AI solutions to address areas such as inventory and warehouse management, delivery coordination, and shelf-life prediction.

This is where predictive analytics comes in. It has
been shown that the presence of particular bacteria in
a microbiome can create conditions conducive for the
growth of other organisms. This means that the makeup of the microbiome can be predictive of the appearance of organisms of concern such as pathogens or food
spoilage microbes. This is an area that Creme Global is
currently active in.

More broadly, there are other interesting areas amenable
to using predictive analytics within the manufacturing
environment. This can be everything from assessing incoming material, to safety within the factory, to exposure
and reformulation studies.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that
you would expect AI to help answer?

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?

All foodstuffs suffer from the risk of microbial contamination with potential consequences of pathogenicity and/or spoilage. This is particularly an issue in food
processing plants where throughput is high and varied,
where many niches for microbial growth may exist, and
where large numbers of consumers may be impacted by
a contamination event.

Since DNA sequence is the key to unlocking the microbiome, annotated repositories of reference sequences are
required for identification of the microbiome's constituent organisms.
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John O’Brien
Head of Data Modelling and Statistics, Creme Global

A thoroughly annotated genome sequence permits a
deeper analysis of the microbiome, where many interesting questions about the organisms present can be
asked. What can they metabolize? What temperatures
do they like? Can they form spores? Which antimicrobial
agents are they susceptible to?

Another factor will be presenting results in a manner
that is possible for the user to interpret. This is a challenge for AI generally, where the reasons for particular
outcomes can be very difficult to isolate. Nevertheless,
leaving the user with little more to go on than "because I
said so" can result in mistrust of the tool.

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?

Beyond hampering acceptance, this is important because, for all their seeming omniscience, AI/ML algorithms are blind to everything outside their input. Users
who are familiar with the plant and its processes can be
good partners to the algorithm when they have a good
sense of how the algorithm's decisions are made. Potentially to the extent of providing valuable feedback to
further improve the algorithm's performance.

Speed will be the critical factor. All the utility and power
of these tools will count for little if it takes weeks to provide results. Of course in some circumstances speed is
not crucial. For example, conducting a baseline survey,
temporal or spatial, of the microbiome in a plant. But if
the tools are to be used, and trusted, for predictive and
diagnostic purposes in a regular ongoing manner then
prompt output is essential. The requirement of machine
learning algorithms for training data can mean a lag period in implementation of such techniques, but this is less
likely to be an issue as in many cases archives of the
required data will be available and, where this is not the
case, the burden of leaving existing protocols in place
while these data are collected will be slight.

Finally, and perhaps obviously, the tools must offer an
improvement on conventional approaches. The improvement should be in predictive power but also, ideally, in
cost and time also. It is likely that in many cases, the
predictive tools will initially run side-by-side with the conventional approaches used in the plant and this is the
window for the algorithm to prove itself and to demonstrate its worth to the user.
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Roger Hancock
FOUNDER & CEO, Recall InfoLink

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?
To date, it appears that AI is most effective in the context of
specific systems, rather than generalizable across systems.
Therefore, the structure of the system (i.e. risk assessments,
operational plans, equipment specifications, etc.) will provide
the foundation for AI within a workflow. The data assets
needed will depend on the workflow in question (i.e. manufacturing line, processing facility, re-packing operation, etc.).
Within a workflow, the identification of key data points and
time intervals will drive the data collection needed to build a
robust AI capability.

The power of AI in the food supply chain is just beginning. The
scope of impacts will grow as adoption grows. The use of it
on the inspection end of the supply chain shows tremendous
promise for removing compromised product from supply
chains at ports of entry in a targeted way that allows identification of compromised products even in the midst of limited
inspection capacity. The role of AI in identifying compromised
product early in production (i.e. preventive AI) will grow as data
collection models improve and gain acceptance/implementation.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that you
would expect AI to help answer?

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?

Artificial intelligence doesn't take the place of food risk assessments, nor answer prevention questions, per se. Rather,
it builds upon food risk assessments as the structure for
evaluating data to make predictions. Similarly, AI exposes
questions that need to be answered more than providing answers. In other words, it seems like AI as a tool for
enhancing the safety of foods in the supply chain will use
risk assessments and data collected to predict outcomes
and expose questions leading to task and system adjustments that result in safer foods, lower defects, earlier identification of problems, etc. all that results in safer food.

Of course price is always a consideration of new technology.
Second to price, ease of implementation impacts decision
making about new technology. Ease of implementation has
two general components: the operational cost of implementation (i.e. what do people have to do differently), and the
system cost of implementation (i.e. what systems or integrations with existing systems are needed). The most important
factor for adoption hinges on the value proposition. What
benefits are derived by companies that implement AI technology early, and how do those benefits offset the costs and
challenges of implementation.
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Michael Gibbons
VP data & Co-Funder Provision Analytics

These are tools we can use to answer problems that have
an underlying cause and effect, whether it be direct, or complex and interlinked. In building these tools, an enormous
amount of processed historical data is required, which
is very specific to the problem you are trying to address.
When looking to apply these kinds of technologies to
food risk assessment and prevention, we look for the
kinds of challenges that have complex and difficult to
analyze causes, for which a lot of data already exists to
train and validate models on. Food risk and prevention
questions such as “How do I monitor and understand recall risk?”, “How do I predict and understand food safety
deviations?”, and “How do I analyze complex food supply
chains?” are great modern challenges that these types of
AI tools can help us understand and answer.

What impacts do you believe that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and predictive
analytics are having on the food supply
chain?
Artificial intelligence and Predictive Analytics are a class
of related technologies that are starting to have a large
impact on supply chain, and whose impact will be growing over time. Right now, we see these technologies used
most heavily in sectors of the food supply chain that have
a lot of historical data already captured and processed,
such as farming and its related agronomic activities. In
sectors of the supply chain that have high loss rates or are
heavily vertically integrated, we see a higher adoption of
artificial intelligence and predictive analytics. The impacts
AI and predictive analytics have in these types of sectors
will be yielding lower food loss, and better insight into supply chain operations. When we look at other sectors, like
processing and CPG manufacturing, the impacts these related technologies have are going to be driving changes in
day-to-day operations for many companies. How companies become aware of deviations, manage handling problems when they arise, and how to mitigate food loss, contamination, and other challenges, are going to have a huge
impact on the operating success of companies in the near
future, and these impacts will all be driven by adoption in
advanced technologies like predictive analytics.

What kind of public or private data assets will be required to train and feed
such AI applications?
Data and AI are two sides of the same coin. The availability of structured data will be a strong factor in the
adoption of AI, and the adoption of AI will drive the need
for more data. When looking at public and private datasets that are used in training AI, we look at these data
sets for what they will be used for. In many AI applications, there is a growing trend to use transfer learning
to “pretrain” deep learning models on large, general-use
public datasets. These large general-use public datasets
can be utilized in many industries to build general models
and tools, and then subsequently refined with smaller
“private” datasets that are more sector specific.

What are the critical food risk assessment and prevention questions that you
would expect AI to help answer?
The questions we hope AI can answer is currently a very
broad and open-ended question in many industries. When
we look at the term “Artificial Intelligence”, it is often used
as a catch-all for a group of machine learning and deep
learning technologies that solve a number of specific,
complex problems.

These public data assets are often assembled by large
research teams, massive internet companies, and government sources, and are used as benchmarks for the
general use case of an AI tool and its performance.
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Michael Gibbons
VP data & Co-Funder Provision Analytics

The access to the appropriate data will be the prime accelerator or impediment to AI’s widespread adoption in any
sector. We think the success stories regarding the adoption
of AI and predictive analytics will be with companies who
are able to successfully collect the sector-specific private
datasets, use them in conjunction with public models, and
commercialize these tools to solve sector specific challenges. Companies that can do this process successfully
(or employ those who can), will have a strong competitive
advantage to companies who are unable to leverage these
tools and methods.
The more data you have for a given problem, the better
AI methods perform, and the accelerant or impediment to
widespread adoption will be how quickly these datasets can
be established and become commonplace. Data sharing
mechanisms and building methods for various stakeholders to feel safe sharing their food data will be accelerators
to the development and subsequent adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention.

Looking at the domain problems for food risk and predictive analytics, we think the private data assets are going
to be increasingly more important as they hold the key to
taking the big, powerful AI models and applying them to
a specific industry’s problems. Subject matter expertise
combined with private dataset acquisition and use will be
the key driver in building usable, accurate, and successful
AI models for the food supply chain.

Which factors will accelerate or impede
the widespread adoption of AI and predictive analytics for food risk prevention?
We think the largest factor by far to the adoption of AI and
Predictive analytics will be the access to quality, processed,
applicable datasets used in building AI models. AI, machine
learning, and deep learning all require a large amount of
information used for training, testing, and deployment to
produce a positive result.
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